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Who Comes to DFUG?

• 122 Different Organizations
• 10 Different countries
  – Canada, USA, Netherlands, France, England, Ireland, South Africa, Uganda, Thailand, Denmark
Number of organizations per year

Average number per year: 22; Smallest: 8 (1993); Largest: 34 (2002)
Number of attendees per year

Average number per year: 62;
How many times at DFUG?
One-offs or Regulars?

• “Once and done”: 36 organizations
• For others: DFUG has been the primary annual conference for many years
• Average # of times attended: 5
  - Heavily skewed by one-timers
What’s in a Name?

• Groups changed names, focus, structure:
  – Canadian Cardiovascular Collaboration → PHRI
  – Allergan → Advanced Medical Optics → AMO → AbbVie
  – Upjohn → Upjohn & Pharmacia → Pharmacia & Upjohn → Pharmacia
Faithful Followers: # of times at DFUG

- 13: Factory
- 16: Emory
- 18: Frontier
- 19: Abbott & VA – Palo Alto
- 24: PHRI
How many people in that wagon?

• Middle years (early 2000’s): Large contingents from each organization
• PHRI: 12 attendees in 2007 and 2008
• Other big packs: Premier, PDL, SCHARP, VA
• 2019: VA with 13 attendees
  – Highest # per organization in DFUG history!
Types of organizations

- ARO
- Biotech
- Consultant
- CRO
- DMO
- Eye care
- Governmental
- Hospital
- Medical Device
- Non-profit
- Pharma
- Software
- University
More succinctly...

Non-profit (43) versus For-profit (79)
Friends & Family

• Users are loyal!
• Move to new job, bring DataFax with
  – Michael: PHRU $\rightarrow$ NIAID
  – Darryl: CDSI $\rightarrow$ Syntex $\rightarrow$ Fred Hutch $\rightarrow$ DF/Net
  – Vicken:
    Upjohn/Pharmacia $\rightarrow$ Alza $\rightarrow$ Teikoku $\rightarrow$ VA
Thank You
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